Ordered Raspberry Pi 4!

Apologies for a bunch of **Raspberry Pi 4** posts in a row – I was both [excited about Raspberry Pi 4 platform](#) and away from my home lab (while enjoying summer holidays in Turkey). This is probably the last update on this for the next couple of weeks.

**I Finally Ordered Raspberry Pi 4 with 4GB RAM**

Got the email from **The Pi Hut** that Raspberry Pi 4 with 4GB RAM is back in stock and ordered it immediately. Am looking forward to setting it up, especially in the light of news that many opportunities open up – like Kali Linux available for Raspberry now.
Raspberry Pi Beginner’s Guide

I also got the beginner’s guide book delivered yesterday – will be great to catch up on the recent developments of both hardware and software platform. I also am a strong believer in (re)organizing knowledge – so even with my 20+ years of Unix/Linux experience I still enjoy reading technical books of all levels: even a beginner level book may be useful to properly (re)learn and memorize basics of a hardware platform or software solution. One useful/interesting idea about a book is all you need to make it worth the money spent.

That’s it for today! Will be catching up on news and publishing more shortly.
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